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What is the Water-CAT?

This… Not this…

Florida Water Resource Monitoring Catalog
www.water-cat.org



Genesis of the Water-CAT
• Conceived by the Florida Water Resource 

Monitoring Council
• Overall goal is to improve knowledge of 

monitoring activities
– Create and populate a comprehensive digital 

catalog of existing and legacy water‐resources 
monitoring activities

– Make the catalog accessible
– Continually maintain the catalog

• Developed in partnership with USF
• Launched in May, 2014
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The FWRMC is a statewide council of stakeholders from many disciplines and organizations that participate in water resource monitoring and management. Its purpose is to inform, plan, and ultimately coordinate Florida water resources monitoring efforts at the state, local, and federal levels. (website:http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/monitoring/council/) �Charges to the Council include:Developing water resource metadata standards for adoption by state agencies.Supporting development of a replacement for STORET for sharing WQ data.Coordinating Florida's ongoing fresh water monitoring with the new coastal monitoring network.Coordinating Florida's state monitoring efforts with local and federal monitoring programs.The FWRMC’s Monitoring-Coordination Action Plan gives more details about its goals and planned tasks to achieve them: http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/monitoring/council/docs/Action_Plan.pdf  A Catalog Working Group composed of Council members has worked to define the specific requirements of a searchable, web-accessible catalog of all ongoing water monitoring activity within the state.The University of South Florida was chosen to implement this catalog. The faculty and staff of its successful Water Atlas program has experience in managing large water quality and hydrology-related datasets and understands water resource-related issues and challenges.



Overview of Water-CAT.org
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• metadata for water resource monitoring
– Who is monitoring what, where they are 

doing it, when and why

• Browse by 
– Organizations, Projects or Stations

• Search by 
– Geography / Map
– Detailed monitoring attributes











Contents of the Water-CAT

• 98 organizations (so far)
– Florida STORET
– Water Management Districts
– US Geological Survey

• 1,874 monitoring projects

• 105,634 monitoring stations



Maintaining the catalog metadata
• STORET and USGS used as initial 

source of metadata:
– Comprehensive but incomplete
– Lacks detailed project information

• 167 Data providers asked to provide 
updated/missing information

• Ongoing challenges
– Data providers have limited time
– Expansion to include biological and 

other types of monitoring
– Adapting to changes in technology

• Adobe Flash & responsive design

legacy data
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Information From Data Providers



Modifications balance detail vs. limited time
• Active status of stations

– Originally “Active” vs “Inactive” 
– Added an “inferred 

active/inactive” (4-year cutoff)

• Monitored parameters
– Originally linked to station
– Now generalized to project
– Easier for data providers





Accommodate different users

• Obtaining buy-in by overworked 
metadata providers

• Website for novice (public) and 
advanced (professional) users

• Avoiding presentations that might 
be misinterpreted by the public or 
policy makers
– e.g., active vs inactive stations

• Adapting to changes in technology
– Adobe Flash
– Small-screen responsive design



Accommodating novice and advanced users



Accommodating novice and advanced users



Modifications to include Biological Monitoring
KEYWORDS replace water related analytes:
• All STORET analytes/characteristics
• Plus, Characteristic groups: Atmospheric; 

Biological; Discharge/Flow; Hydrologic; 
Inorganic; Metal; Nutrient; Organic; Other 
Meteorological; Physical; Rainfall; Water Level; 
Water Quality

THEMES describe monitoring purpose:
• Regional Ecosystem Assessment
• Trend Analyses
• Habitat Assessment
• Regulatory
• Saltwater Intrusion
• Research
• Resource Management
• Potable water supply
• Other



What’s next

• Metadata catalog updates
– Continue to acquire new and updated metadata

• Water-CAT website improvements
– Monitor and improve performance 
– Implement web-admin and tools for online updates
– Notification system request updates from data providers
– Create linkages to Florida STORET replacement

• WIN – Water Information Network (2017)



Expansion for Terra-CAT
• FWC Species and Habitat Monitoring 

Programs Catalog
– Partnership with FWC
– Modify for biological/ecological 

monitoring
– Including species and habitat

• Add polygons/areas and 
lines/transects to monitoring “sites”

• Improve bulk uploading / automated 
data transfers
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Thank you!
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www.water-cat.org

www.waterinstitute.usf.edu
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